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About NCR VOYIX

NCR VOYIX Corporation (NYSE: VYX) is a leading global provider of digital commerce

solutions for the retail, restaurant and banking industries. NCR VOYIX is headquartered in

Atlanta, Georgia, with approximately 16,000 employees in 35 countries across the globe. For

nearly 140 years, we have been the global leader in consumer transaction technologies,

turning everyday consumer interactions into meaningful moments. Today, NCR VOYIX

transforms the stores, restaurants and digital banking experiences with cloud-based,

platform-led SaaS and services capabilities.

Not only are we the leader in the market segments we serve and the technology we

deliver, but we create exceptional consumer experiences in partnership with the world’s

leading retailers, restaurants and financial institutions. We leverage our expertise, R&D

capabilities and unique platform to help navigate, simplify and run our customers’

technology systems.

Our customers are at the center of everything we do. Our mission is to enable stores,

restaurants and financial institutions to exceed their goals – from customer satisfaction to

revenue growth, to operational excellence, to reduced costs and profit growth. Our solutions

empower our customers to succeed in today’s competitive landscape.

Our unique perspective brings innovative, industry-leading tech to all the moving parts of

business across industries. NCR VOYIX has earned the trust of businesses large and small —

from the best-known brands around the world to your local favorite around the corner.

NCR are looking for a Supply Chain Analyst to join our Hardware Manufacturing Team. This is
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a rare opportunity to build a career in a fast-paced business environment. The role will

quickly take on responsibility, becoming immersed in projects and engaging tasks, while

building relationships across the wider NCR team.

Key Responsibility:

Candidate with good programming skills, familiar in python and its libraries.

Responsible for maintaining python projects and be part of ETL team – data collections, cleaning,

storing, analyze and extract.

Streamlining data collection methods to create automated and easy-to-use routines.

Analyzing collected data and putting it into a format that others can easily interpret.

Assisting the reporting analytics team with robust process automations in python.

Analyze and understand the business needs, articulate, and turn it into real solutions .

Collaborate with cross-functional teams to gather the requirements to develop accurate data

business models and metrics.

Able to work effectively in a complex, diverse environment with multiple and changing

demands.

Skills / Experience:

Bachelor’s/master’s degree in computer science, Data Analytics, Statistics or in any related field

2 or more years of experience as Analyst, worked in developing, managing analytical

projects, preferably in python.

Certifications in programming languages and in any data visualization analytical tool.

Advanced working skills in MS Excel with expertise in handling power queries.

Analytical capabilities in both Numerical and Graphical formats.

Highly motivated/self-starter with a sense of ownership, willingness to learn, and desire to

succeed.

Offers of employment are conditional upon passage of screening criteria applicable to the

job
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